(views) and key features for visualizing Model-Driven
the code text display that gives a detailed view on both the composition of a fragment of code and its evolution in time.
It is focused on the evolution of individual files.
Framework Derivation
Each of these technologies has contributed to the The primary goal of the proposed framework is to assess groundwork needed to derive and construct framework for and understand the evolution of the models in model driven visualizing Model Driven Software Evolution. However, software evolution. The framework is derived from an none of these technologies alone provides a solution. In extensive analysis of the literature in the area of software order to visualize the evolution of models in model driven visualization with special emphasis on model driven evolution process, stakeholders need multiple views and software evolution. Each of the seven views is a conceptual they need tools to satisfy their concern. Thus, this paper goal which the framework must satisfy. It is this that makes proposes the framework to visualize MoDSE. By applying the application of the Goal Question Metric Paradigm [10] the framework, the stakeholders can determine the tools that straightforward.
satisfy their concern and comparison of such tools is also possible.
A goal needs a purpose, issue, object, and viewpoint.
Thus, here, purpose is stakeholders concern, issue is 3. A Framework.
adequacy, the object is view (key area), and view point is view point identified for each view [5] . Rather than In this section the process by which the framework is describing the complete GQM derivation for each goal of derived and constructed along with its details and summary the framework, its application in the Context View goal/key are discussed.
area is demonstrated. Then, the question "Does the visualization provide context of a model or a single model element?" is posed. Another question "Does visualization provide the scope of a model or a model element?" is posed. This process yields the question 1 and 2 in Table 1 and the The proposed framework has seven key areas (views) feature CVI, CV2 in Table 2 
